All hoses are not the same
ERIKS Hose Technology
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SUPERIOR
DUCTING
SOLUTIONS
So much more than great Industrial Hose Supply
ERIKS ducting products are
manufactured from specially-developed
materials and compounds to provide
superior properties and unique benefits.

ERIKS’ KNOW-HOW
KNOWS HOSES

Ducting hose

When you’re buying a basic everyday product like hose,
it’s tempting to make your choice on price alone.

nn Ester- and ether-polyurethane (used in ducting

types 355, 356, 382, Vinylflex, Superflex)

nn PVC (Vinylflex, Superflex)

But although other hoses might look the same, only ERIKS hoses come
with ERIKS’ know-how. And it’s know-how that makes the difference.

Choosing hose

Buying hose

nn We offer technical advice via

nn ERIKS’ purchasing power ensures

our in-house Sales department,
on choosing the correct
hose specification for your
particular application

nn We are also able to send an

Application Engineer to site to
complete a site survey and advise on
the best product for your application

nn We have an extensive and

comprehensive range to meet
all your hose requirements:
ducting, rubber hose, PVC hose,
tubing and more

a highly competitive price for your
hose order

nn All products are sourced from

strategic key partners with whom we
work with in a consultative manner

nn Fully traceable supply lines ensure

the same hose is available every time
you order

nn We operate from 61 distribution sites

nationwide to ensure high availability
and fast delivery

nn Silicone

Product benefits
nn All our hose is ISO9001 certified and

carries a 12-month warranty

nn If required, we can offer a complete

engineering solution which goes
beyond just hose, to enhance
efficiency, productivity and safety

nn Higher mechanical stability
nn Less abrasion
nn Improved chemical and hydrolytic stability
nn Improved low-temperature flexibility

Made for your market
The chemical formulation and construction of
ERIKS ducting makes it perfect for use by:
nn The pharmaceutical industry
nn Printing and medical OEMs
nn OEM equipment general repairers

Ideal for your application
Crush-proof, highly flexible, abrasion resistant,
flame retardant and ATEX compliant, ERIKS
ducting is ideal for:
n Powder handling
n Tablet handling
n Dust extraction

EVERY HOSE
YOU NEED

As an industry leader
in industrial hose, ERIKS
can meet every hose
requirement you may have.
As well as holding an extensive stock
of off-the-shelf hose, we can design
and manufacture anything from a single
custom-made part to a full plant-wide
system.

Hose materials

The Right Hose for the Right Application
PVC hose is the most
widely-used hose available.
Whatever industry you operate in, and whatever the scale
of your operation, there is almost certain to be at least one
length of PVC hose somewhere on your site. To be sure of its
quality and availability, make sure you choose it from ERIKS.

nn Rubber
nn Plastic

Product areas

nn Metallic

nn Braided PVC

nn PTFE

nn Green medium duty

nn Silicone

nn Hi-vac

nn Composite

Made for your market

Fully approved tubing
Manufactured from high-quality materials and with
full FDA/BFR approval, ERIKS tubing is suitable for a range
of markets and applications.

Product areas
nn Clear PVC
nn Nylon
nn PTFE and PE

Made for your market
ERIKS tubing is suitable for:
nn Workshops

Product areas

nn Water/waste water transfer

nn Food, milk, beer, wine

nn OEMs

nn Compressed air movement

nn Steam, air, water

nn Machinery repairs

nn Slurry movement/transfer

Made for your market
nn Offering maximum value backed by long experience

and extensive expertise, ERIKS offers hose solutions
for:

nn The chemical industry
nn Petrochemicals (refineries and fluid storage)
nn The food and beverage industry
nn General industrial use

Ideal for your application
nn Tanker loading and offloading (chemicals, milk, beer)
nn Product movement (beer, wine, milk)
nn Utilities (water and air interconnection)
nn Steam handling

Ideal for your application
nn Air coils
nn Compressed air handling
nn Water handling

YOUR
COMPLETE
SOLUTION

When you buy high-quality,
guaranteed hose, it makes sense
to buy fittings of the same quality
with the same support, from the
same distributor.
ERIKS offers a complete range of
fittings, including bellows, so there’s no
need to shop around to find the fittings
you need.

Key product areas
nn NITO, GEKA and general brass fittings
nn Cam and groove fittings (camloks)
nn Worm drive and bolt clamps
nn Rubber bellows
nn Varied plastics i.e. polypropylene

Made for your market
ERIKS fittings are designed and manufactured to
work perfectly with all types of ERIKS hose and
tubing, in a wide range of markets:
nn Agricultural
nn Food and beverage
nn Industrial
nn Pharmaceutical
nn Petrochemical

Ideal for your application

 RIKS Hose Technology help you save time,
E
money and mitigate risk.
Time-saving Hose
Assembly Kits

Hose Testing
and Management

Pre-manufactured assemblies supplied to your
exact specifications save time and effort.

nn We attend site to complete a survey prior to testing,

ERIKS offers hose assemblies – together with full
documentation including traceability if required – for standard
applications and applications involving aggressive chemicals.

Product areas
ERIKS assembly kits are available for:
nn Dual containment
nn Composite and chemical hoses
nn Metallics
nn Corrugated and smooth bore PTFE
nn PTFE dip tubes

Made for your market
ERIKS pre-manufactured assemblies carry the relevant
domestic and international approvals and certifications for use
in a wide range of industries, including:

ERIKS range of fittings provides solutions
for a variety of applications:

nn Food and beverage

nn General water and air hose and tube clamping

nn Engineering (Metalflex and Caterflow)

nn Quick-release water and chemical hoses
nn General inter-connection of water and

air hose and tube

ERIKS bellows are designed for easy and safe
connection of vibrating equipment, such as:
nn Motors
nn Vibrating sieves

nn Gas (Metalflex and Caterflow)

to ensure our engineers have up-to-date information
regarding the site, e.g. PPE requirements, site induction
procedure

nn We offer a full on-site hose testing service from Bronze,

to Silver and Gold, ranging from external visual inspection
to pressure testing and the use of the most up-to-date
internal inspection cameras, operated by highly-trained
and certified technicians

nn Our hose tagging and testing system ensures minimum

downtime and maximum Health and Safety compliance

nn We can set-up a hose database on the internet within 24

hours to securely record all the details of your hoses
on-site including test date, test result and test certificate

nn You can choose to have the database maintained by our

highly trained team members, or have a register sent to
maintain yourselves

nn We have a dedicated team who are on hand to answer any

questions you may have via telephone and e-mail, regarding
any aspect of hose testing
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